


LT SERIES GATES
LT Series Gates are performance-designed with affordability in mind. Quality construction is achieved by full
length diagonal steel lattice channels in a diamond pattern riveted together through plated spacers for smooth
operation. They are the most popular choice for loading dock and pedestrian control applications. LT gates
roll on floor casters, can be single or bi-parting, and pivot out of the way when open.

EG SERIES GATES
EG Series Gates are value engineered to offer a balance between security and economy. Vertical members are
single steel channels extending into the top and bottom tracks, alternating with steel flat bars, and connected
with single rows of steel lattice bars traveling on formed steel glides for carefree operation. They are
commonly utilized on storefronts and in other retail and commercial applications. EG gates are top hung or
bottom rolling and can be single or bi-parting with an option to pivot.

DC SERIES GATES
DC Series Gates are designed for maximum durability and security often required at schools, banks, and other
at-risk locations. Double steel channels, which extend into the top and bottom tracks, are riveted together to
form each vertical member. Channels are connected with double rows of steel lattice bars traveling on nylon
bearings and washers to operate with a minimum of effort. Leading and trailing edges are steel box shaped
sections. DC gates can be manufactured to almost any size, are top-hung or bottom rolling, either single or
bi-parting, and with an option to pivot.

LTP AND DCP SERIES PORTABLE GATES
LT and DC Series gates are also available as fully portable free-standing units. They are designed with integral
rolling stands to be easily moved into place for temporary use and rolled away for storage when no longer
needed.

GATE CABINETS
Gate Cabinets can be provided to secure and conceal gates when not in use. Surface mount or recessed
steel cabinets with lockable hinged doors are available in "deep" and "shallow" designs for varying
installation conditions.

ROLLING DOOR PRODUCTS AND SIDE-FOLDING CLOSURES ARE ALSO MANUFACTURED BY LAWRENCE ROLL-UP DOORS, INC.

SINCE 1951, CRITERION FOLDING GATES have been manufactured in Los Angeles, California. Criterion
has become a name synonymous with quality, service and experience. We offer different series of
folding gates to meet the needs and budgets of each building owner or tenant. Whether to satisfy the
demanding requirements of heavy industrial settings or the economy desired by the most cost conscious
buyer, there is a Criterion gate suitable for most any application. Decades of product design and
manufacturing experience enable us to provide custom products to comply with special design and
unique installation requirements.
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